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Henry Meyniel has proposed the following conjecture: Any orientation of a 
perfect fraph such that all 3-directed cycles have at least two reversible arcs is 
kernel-perfect. We prove this conjecture for comparability graphs. 0 1989 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let G = ( V, E) be a simple undirected finite graph. An orientation of G 
is a digraph D such that the underlying undirected graph is G. Following 
[3], a digraph D is said to be kernel-perfect if all its subgraphs have a 
kernel, i.e., a stable and absorbing set of vertices (we use definitions 
of L-w* 
C. Berge and P. Duchet have conjectured the following characterization 
of perfect graphs [3]: 
Conjecture 1. A simple graph G is perfect if and only if every orienta- 
tion of G is kernel-perfect provided that all its cliques have a kernel (i.e., 
a receiver). 
A graph is said to be solvable if it satisfies the second part of the 
conjecture. Complements of strongly perfect graphs are solvable [2], as are 
perfect graphs without induced K1,3 or induced &\e [ 51. 
H. Meyniel noted that if every 3-circuit of a digraph has at least two 
reversible arcs, that is, arcs which have the same extremities but opposite 
orientation, then all its cliques have a kernel. Hence he proposed the 
following weaker conjecture: 
Conjecture 2. Let G be a perfect graph. Then any orientation D of G 
has a kernel provided that all its 3-circuits have at least two reversible arcs. 
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An orientation satisfying the condition of the conjecture is called here an 
M-orientation. 
Meyniel graphs satisfy Conjecture 2 [2]. 
For further information about these problems, we refer the reader 
to [4]. 
The aim of this paper is the following result: 
THEOREM. Let G be a comparability graph. Every M-orientation of G has 
a kernel. 
To prove this theorem, we show that the kernel of these orientations can 
be characterized by using a method closely related to the one of B. Sands 
et al. in [6]. 
II. THE PROOF 
Let T be a transitive orientation of G. We color in red the arcs of D n T, 
in blue those of D n T-‘. Given two vertices x and y of G, we shall use the 
notation x + y (resp. x % y) if there is an arc from x to y in D (resp. if 
there is not), the symbol r of b possibly placed above then showing the 
colour of the arc (resp. of the inexistent arc). If A is a set of vertices, A --+ x 
means that there exists an arc from at least one vertex of A to x. 
Let & be the set of sets S of vertices of G such that: 
* S is stable, 
* ForanyvertexxofG,SAx*x+S. 
JZZ is not empty because if x is a sink of 57, {x> is an element of &. We 
consider the following relation on the stable subsets of V: 
S<S’*vsES WES’ such that (s’, s) E T or s = s’. 
We can easily prove it is an order, and we have: 
S<S’e>VSES WES’ suchthat s&‘ors’f,sors=s’. 
Now let S be an element of & maximal for the relation 6. We shall 
prove that S is a kernel. 
It is stable, we have to show it is absorbing. 
Let us suppose on the contrary that the set A = (x: x % S) is not empty. 
Let x be a sink of T restricted to A. Since SE & and x % S, S %’ x. Let 
P= {p&/p %bX}. Pu (x> is stable (indeed x % S then x % P and 
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S %’ x and P %b x then P % x). But P u (x> > S. Hence by definition of 
S, Pu 1x1 $d, i.e., 
3yd Pu (x} :y and y -A Pu {Lx>. 
Let us prove that x -+r y. Suppose there exists a vertex p in P such that 
~+~y. Hence S-+‘y andy -+ S. Since y % P, 3u E S\ P such that y -+ u. It 
is clear that y %’ u since S is stable and T is transitive. Hence y + b u. 
But u -+ b X. Hence since T-l is transitive, (y, X) E T- ‘. Since y % X, we 
have finally x + r y in D, as claimed. 
Let us prove now that y E A, i.e., y % S, which would give a contradic- 
tion on the choice of x (sink of T over A). 
Suppose there exists an element u of S such that y + u. Since y % P, 
u E S\ P and u -+ b X. At last the 3-directed cycle (x, y, u) is such that the 
two arcs x +y and u -+ x are antisymmetrical. This contradicts the 
hypothesis on D. 
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